THE KENNEL CLUB OF JERSEY
Members Show
18.11.17
This was such a truly enjoyable show with a happy sporting atmosphere
throughout and the best of hospitality along with charming dogs and exhibitors.
A heartfelt thank you to all the officers, committee and helpers, especially to
Fiona Whitehead for managing the whole thing and the Club's President
Margaret Bayes for entertaining me so royally as well as my ever patient
steward, Phillipa Knight, who managed to keep us all on the right road.
There are some lovely dogs on the Island, the vast majority of which were in
remarkably hard muscular condition and thus able to demonstrate the best of
their potential to the full.
BIS the Pomeranian, Spanapoms Russian Gold at Rudoli RBIS & BJIS Golden
Retriever, Tenfields Bailey's Bay. BPIS, RBJIS & BNovIS Whippet, Crosscrop
for Your Love at Petwalk RBPIS Dobermann, Rafthouse Outclass. BVIS
Japanese Chin, Nisyros Frank Chinatra BBrace Cox's Tiroen Irish Setters
RBBrace Marett's Gayteckels Ceskys.

GUNDOGS
IRISH SETTERS
LIMIT 1e, 0ab
1. Cox's Bardonhill's the New Ginger at Tiroen, Good looking bitch of rich colour
with dark well shaped eye, strong feet and good layback of shoulder. She moved
extremely well with non-stop wagging tail. BOB & G3
OPEN 1e, 0ab
1. Cox's Tiroen Too Darn Hot. A handsome, happy fellow in excellent coat and hard
muscular condition. He,too, had good shoulders and feet, just toeing in a touch in
front..
POINTER
OPEN 1e, 0ab
1. Walker's Kanix Orchestra for Petwalk. Only a year old and very mature in coat for
her age, lovely head, eye and expression. Well laid shoulders and neat well padded
feet. She moved well behind driving from her hocks if not as smooth as she might
have been in front. OB
GOLDEN RETRIEVERS
PUPPY 3e, 0ab
1. Booth's Mardargold Wruff Diamond, in excellent coat and condition with good
feet, can still develop a touch in muzzle, just scored over what transpired to be his
litter brother on balance and layback of shoulder.
BP & PG2
2. Evans' Mardargold Diamond Geezer, very masculine with lovely dark expressive
eyes. He, too, was in excellent condition and coat.
3. Reddy's Chalksville Jack the Lad
LIMIT 1e, 0ab
1. Bouchere's Tenfield Bailey's Bay. A simply gorgeous young dog, chock full of
quality and type. Well balanced and so beautifully made all through with well
angulated shoulders and bend of stifle. Masculine head and dark expressive eyes. He
moved to match the excellence of his confirmation. Most exciting. BOB, G1, RBIS
& BJIS
OPEN BITCH le 1ab

AMERICAN COCKER SPANIELS
OPEN DOG 2e, 1ab
1. Houghton & Le Gresley's Fielgar Flyin the Flag, Well coated rich buff dog of
good size and type, well balanced with excellent topline and shoulders, in hard
muscular condition. Just a little apprehensive on the table but happy, confident and
enthusiastic on the floo,r on which he moved especially well behind, driving strongly
from his hocks. BOB & G4
COCKER SPANIELS
PUPPY 1e, 0ab
1. Volante's Reinmour Amur Le Rival. Feminine blue roan bitch, well balanced with
lovely head, eye and expression, so good for make and shape with well laid shoulders
and turn of stifle. A happy constantly wagging showgirl, who moved very well with
good reach in profile. BP RBOB, PG1 & BPIS4
LIMIT 1e, 0ab
1. White's Granrose Sapphire Design. Blue roan bitch with feminine head and good
forechest. Very fit, in hard muscular condition with firm, well padded feet. A truly
Merry Cocker with tail constantly awag.
OPEN DOG 2e, 0ab
1. White's Topday Armani Code at Granrose. Handsome blue roan, so well balanced,
typey and sturdily built scoring here on his good forechest, layback of shoulder and
turn of stifle. He has a well shaped head with the darkest of of eye and pigment
Excellent topline, tailset and carriage, in the hardest of muscular condition.with firm
feet. See he is half brother to the BP both being sired by Sh Ch Manchela Tiger Tim.
Most impressive, he wagged his way all the way to BOB & G2
2. Moulins Majikcharms Star Gazer Blue roan, also typically merry with tail
wagging non-stop. Obviously a charming character with a good topline, very
enthusiastic on the move, he went with a rush!
OPEN BITCH 1e, 0ab
1. White's Orchards Diamond at Granrose. Most attractive feminine golden with a
charming expression in her dark eyes. Well balanced with a a good forechest and
topline; just betwixt and between in both pigment and coat currently but, nonetheless,
in the hardest of muscular condition. A very happy, chattty, constantly wagging
character, who moved beautifully, covering ground in profile.
FIELD SPANIEL
LIMIT 1e, 0ab
1. Ward's Elgert Lady Marmalade at Simbarra, in good coat of deep rich liver. Just a
little anxious about being handled at first but soon stood steadily. Good topline and
layback of shoulder with well made quarters, impressive on the move. BOB

GUNDOG GROUP
1. T Bailey's Bay, Golden Retriever, RBIS
2. T Amani Code at G. Cocker
3 B The New Ginger At T, Irish Setter
4. F Flyin The Flag, Am Cocker
GUNDOG PUPPY GROUP
1. R Amour le Rival
2. M Ruff Diamond, Golden Retriever

AV GUNDOG
PUPPY 3e, 0ab
1. R Amur le Rival, Cocker
2. M Diamond Geezer, Golden
3. C Jack the Lad, Golden
JUNIOR 5e, 0ab
1. T Bailey's Bay, Golden
2. K Orchestra for P. Pointer
3. E Lady Marmalde at S, Field
NOVICE 4e, 0ab
1. K Orchestra for P
2. E Lady Marmadalade at S
3. M Diamond Geezer
OPEN 3e, 0ab
1. T Armani Code at G, Cocker
VETERAN 2e, 1ab
1. Houghton & Le Gresley's Fielgar Snow Alert, American Cocker
BRACE 3e, 1ab
1. Cox's Irish Setters. A splendid pair, moving stride for stride both with lovely
expressions and good toplines, in splendid richly coloured coats and hard condition.
2. White's Cocker Spaniels A impressive couple, who went well. Truly Merry
Cockers with taies constantly awag.

TERRIER GROUP
CESKY TERRIERS
Thank you for such a very flattering entry, every one without exception of such high
quality.
LIMIT 2e, 0ab
1. Marett's Gayteckels Bottoms Up, who came with her parents, the winners of both
the Open classes. Lovely head, eye and expression. So well balanced, in hard
muscular condition with strong bone, excellent tailset and carriage. Well made all
through, she scored on layback of shoulder and firmness on elbow here. A smart,
enthusiastic showgirl, most impressive on the move. BOB & G2
2. Marett's Gayteckels Sister Act, who transpired to be her litter sister and similarly
very fit in hard condition with tough, well padded feet. Lovely eye and expression, a
good steady mover with well set and carreid tail.
OPEN DOG 2e, 0ab
1. Marett's Idefix Day Break at Gayteckels. This smart fellow just had the edge on
showmanship here, firm on elbow with handsome masculine head, very fit. He went
well, driving strongly from his hocks.
2. Marett's Gayteckels Bak in the Abbott. Charming head with the sort of expression
that made me smile. Firmly built, in hard condition with excellent feet. A good
steady mover if not as enthusiastic about the whole thing as he might have been.
OPEN BITCH (1e, 0ab)
1. Marett's Lastarean Grace and Favour for Gayteckels Pd'H. Feminine with most
appealing expression and, obviously, a lady of determined character. Typey and well
made all through. Once she made up her mind, she went extremely well with good
length of stride and drive behind.
WIRE FOX TERRIER
OPEN DOG 1e, 0ab
1. Dodds Skerli Union Jack (Imp Russia) So well balanced with short strong back,
excellent tailset and carriage, neat round feet with tough pads, beautifully presented in
mature crisp wiry coat. Well shaped head and eye. A smart fellow, who moved very
accurately if not choosing to show as much of the typical 'raring to go' attitude as he
might on the day. BOB & G3

IRISH TERRIER
OPEN BITCH
1. Amberville Fortune Cookie. Well balanced and so good for size, type, make and
shape with good topline, layback of shoulder and quarters. Feminine head with a
bright alert expression in her dark eyes, in hard muscular condition with harsh wiry
coat, good feet. No exaggerations here, she moved beautifully. BOB, G1 & BIS4
SCOTTISH TERRIER
LIMIT 1e, 1ab
STAFFORDSHIRE BULL TERRIER
OPEN BITCH 1e, 0ab
1. Fletcher & Seedhouse's Granitangel Zirconia Pearl. Attractively marked dark
brindle with white trim, well shaped head with dark expressive eyes. Very energetic
with tail constantly awag. Once her owner shortened the lead, she moved well with
positive determination BOB & G4
WEST HIGHLAND WHITE TERRIER
LIMIT 1e 1ab

TERRIER GROUP
1. A Fortune Cookie, Irish Terrier
2. G Bottoms Up, Cesky
3. S Union Jack, WFT
4. G Zirconia Pearl, SBT
AV TERRIER
OPEN 2e, 1ab
1. S Union Jack
VETERAN 1e, 0ab
1. L Grace and Favour for G
BRACE 1e, 0ab
1. Marett's splendid couple of Gayteckel Ceskys: a proud father with his daughter.

HOUND GROUP
AFGHAN HOUND
OPEN DOG 1e, 0ab
1. Mottershaw & Officer's Schumakayas A Perfect Match for Elangeni Pd'H (Imp
Deu) Handsome dark brindle, in the best of coat and condition, obviously enjoying
himself to the full. Well balanced with excellent topline, tailset and carriage with a
good ring to his tail, a more Oriental eye would help complete the picture. A stylish
showman, beautifully presented BOB & G2
PETIT BASSET GRIFFON VENDEEN
OPEN DOG 1e, 0ab
1, Marett's Limier Didier at Gayteckels Pd'H. Solidly built masculine orange &
white. A happy fellow with good topline, tailset and carriage, could just do with some
winter sun on his nose. Very fit, in excellent harsh coat BOB & G3

WHIPPETS
PUPPY 1e, 0ab
1. Walker's Crosscop for Your Love at Petwalk. Quite lovely with elegance and
grace being personified in this blue brindle & white parti bitch., already such a mature
willing showgirl. Lovely head, eye and expression, so well balanced and good for
size, type, make and shape with well angulated shoulders and quarters. Simply a joy
to both handle and watch on the move. She is something very special. BP, BOB, G1,
PG1, BIS5, BJIS2 & BPIS
LIMIT 4e, 1ab
1. Lawson's Ranveli Blue Breeze at Kipipiriking. Blue brindle dog with white trim,
lovely head and eye, deep through the heart with good layback of shoulder if on the
tall side, in excellent coat and condition.
2. Officer's Eeri Secret Love. Fawn brindle bitch, deep chest, in good coat and
condition if up to size. Just inclined to throw up her feet with enthusiasm on the
move.
3. McFarlane's Harropine Night of Stars
OPEN DOG 2e, 0ab
1. Lawson's Alamayn Equinox Cassidy at Kipipiriking. Glamorous pale fawn, firmm
on elbow where he scored here, good depth through the heart and excellent feet. Very
good mover
2. Mottershaw's Eeri Wish Upon a Star at Elangeni. Blue fawn with white blaze,
lovely dark expressive eyes. A very steady willing mover, just going a touch wide in
front.
OPEN BITCH 2e, 0ab
1. Mottershaw's Barnesmore Billie Jean for Eeri. Pretty silver brindle & white with
good depth through the heart, lovely for size. Holding herself with deserved pride,
she went well if inclined to lift her front legs a little too high with over-enthusiasm at
times
2. Lawson's Yazzi Yazmin Yashmjina at Kipipiriking. Charming blue with white
trim, so very happy and friendly with tail constantly awag. Lovely for size and type,
just not always choosing to make the best of herself on the move.

HOUND GROUP
1. C For Your Love at P, Whippet
2. S A Perfect Match for E, Afghan
3. L Didier at G, PGBV
HOUND PUPPY GROUP
1. C For Your Love at P, Whippet
AV HOUND
PUPPY 1e, 1ab
JUNIOR 5e, 1ab
1. C For Your Love at P, Whippet
3. E Wish Upon a Star at E, Whippet
NOVICE 4e, 0ab
Repeat
OPEN 2e, 0ab
1. A Equinox Cassidy at K, Whippet

2. R Blue Breeze at K, Whippet

2. Yazzi Yashmina at K, Whippet

WORKING GROUP
BOXERS
OPEN DOG 1e, 0ab
1. Bayes' Docrema Don Giovanni. So good to see such a handsome, strongly boned
and well balanced masculine brindle & white Boxer with beautiful head, eye and
expression.. Excellent for size, type make and shape with good layback of shoulder,
depth through the heart, topline, tailset and turn of stifle, in superb coat and
condition. A proud showman, going particularly well behind, driving strongly from
his hocks. BOB & G3
OPEN BITCH 1e, 0ab
1. Bayes' Docrema Diamonds R Forever. Golden brindle & white, defying her nine
years in splendid coat and hard muscular condition. Well shaped head with a
charming expression in her sparkling eyes, good mouth. Neat cat feet, well boned and
bodied . So happy with tail constantly awag, she moved very steadily if not choosing
to hold her head as proudly as she might, particularly as she is dam of the splendid
BOB.
GREAT DANE
1. LIMIT 1e, 0ab
1. Le Claire's Dainoak Absolutely Lovely Aptly named blue bitch, well grown and
very mature for her just 12 months. Strongly built and so good for make shape, size
and type with well angulated shoulders and quarters, with tight feet, good bone, body
and depth through the heart. She had a good firm topline standing in both the class
and group where she moved beautifully although, understandably at the end of a long
day, just lost that perfection of backline when it came to BIS and has time very much
on her side for this to strengthen. An elegant, impressive showgirl, holding herself
with pride. BOB, G1.
LEONBERGER
OPEN DOG 1e, 0ab
1. Lester & Hutchinson's Lionscourt Fortissimo. A large, heavily built masculine
fellow, well boned with good layback of shoulder, in splendid coat and hard muscular
condition. A good steady mover who was just let down by his rather high set, curled
tail. BOB & G4
AVNSC WORKING
PUPPY 1e, 0ab
1. Banyard's Rafthouse Outclass. This outstanding just six month old and one day
Dobermann bitch proved to be my thrill of the day! So typey and beautifully balanced
with all the parts fitting firmly into the whole with neat tight feet, good layback of
shoulder. topline and bend of stifle, in excellent coat and condition. Well shaped head
with an alert inteligent expression in her dark sparkling eyes. Yes, she still needs to
grow into her ears but nothing wrong with that at this age. She moved to match the
excellence of her confirmation, holding herself so proudly with good reach in sidegait.
A showgirl as to the Manor Born and it was even more pleasing to hear that this was a
first show for both her and her owner. May they continue to even greater things.
BAVNSCW G2, PG1 & RBPIS

AV IMPORTED REGISTER WORKING
PUPPY 1e, 0ab
1. Sharrock's Entlebucher Mountain Dog, Edison-Eiger vom Rickental, A gleaming
coated, well conditioned dog of just 7 months. Rather reluctant to be handled at first
but soon managed to convince himself that all was well after having chosen the upon-the table option. He has a well shaped head with a charming expression, good
shoulders and quarters, an excellent mover going both happily and bravely with tail
constantly awag. Just needs to build up a little extra confidence being handled as the
essentials are all there including his very patient, understanding exhibitor.
BAVImpReg

WORKING GROUP
1. D Absolutely Lovely, Gt Dane
2. R Outclass, Dobermann
3. D Don Giovanni, Boxer
4. L Fortissimo Dejerri, Leonberger
WORKING PUPPY GROUP
1. R. Outclass, Dobermann
AV WORKING
PUPPY 1e, 0ab
1. R Outclass
JUNIOR 2e,0ab
1. D Absolutely Lovely
NOVICE 2e, 0ab
Repeat
OPEN 2e, 0ab
1. D Don Giovanni
VETERAN 1e 0ab
1. D Diamonds R Forever

UTILITY

2. R Outclass

2. D Diamonds R Forever

GROUP

FRENCH BULLDOG
OPEN DOG 2e, 0ab
1. Steel's Lebonheur Einstein, Well marked dark brindle pied,. No doubt about this
chap's masculinity! He scored on both shoulder and topline. Well balanced and
firmly built being sturdy and compact with good mouth and wide healthy nostrils. A
keen showman, who went well. BOB & G3
2. Skittral's Shoebridge Raoul. Brindle of good size and type with neat tight feet, if
inclined to show his teeth at times. Very good mover.
LHASA APSO
PUPPY 1e, 0ab
1. Walker's Petwalk Crème de la Crème. Golden cream bitch, just six months old at
her first show and as confident as they come. Well balanced with good topline, tailset
and carriage. Well shaped head with a most appealing expression. A happy showgirl.
BP & PG2
OPEN BITCH 1e, 0b
1. Petwalk Diamonds R Forever Feminine gold & white parti, good for size and type,
in excellent coat and condition. As steady mover, who scored on layback of shoulder
to go BOB & G4

TOY POODLE
PUPPY 1e, 0ab
1. Smithers' Tuttlebees in the Limelight at Meantmore. Smart brown dog full of
quality and well balanced if rather too over-enthusiastic with his tail. Well shaped
head with an alert intelligent expression in his bright sparkling eyes Well constructed
all through with good layback of shoulder, can still firm a touch on elbow. Such a
happy showman, immaculately presented, who moved extremely well. BP, BOB,
PG1 & BPIS5
SHIH TZU
LIMIT 2e, 0ab
1. Cooper's Forepaws Style in Motion. Just one year old and already in excellent coat
and hard muscular condition. Beautiful chrysthanthemum head and typically large
round dark expressive eyes. Big wide nostrils, excellent mouth and good finish to
foreface. Typey and well balanced with good tailset. A very good mover holding
herself with the true arrogance of the breed. Most exciting, scoring on topline and
shoulder to go BOB, G2 & Res Best Novice in Show.
2. Power's Asktraxdaks Firefly. Gold, in impressively hard muscular condition with
dark eyes and pigment. A happy willing showgirl, just not as firm on elbow as the
winner. She went well.
OPEN DOG 1e 0ab
1. Cooper's Forepaws Aint Seen Nothing. Most attractive gold brindle & white
Lovely head and dark expressive eyes with good wide nostrils. Happy and energetic
on the move.
TIBETAN TERRIER
LIMIT 1e, 0ab
1. Biles' Majikcharm Love in the Mist Typey black with smart white paws, so well
made all through with good layback of shoulder, turn of stifle, tailset and carriage.
Lovely for size and type with no exaggerations. Smooth free and seemingly effortless
on the move with good reach in profile, she moved to match the excellence of her
conformation to go BOB, G1 & BIS3
BULLDOG
PUPPY 1e, 0ab
1. Chapman & Pestana's Chunkabulls Grey Wind. Red & white dog who, at just 7
months, still has a bit of maturing to do. Good body shape, in excellent coat and
condition with dark eyes and good firm feet. Can show tongue and teeth at times but,
nonetheless, a good willing mover, BOB & PG3

UTILITY GROUP
1. Majikcharms Love in the Mist, TT
2. Forepaws Style in Motion, Shih Tzu
3. Lebonheur Einstein, French Bulldog
4. Petwalk Diamonds R Forever, Lhasa

UTILITY PUPPY GROUP
1. Tuttlebees in the Limlight, Toy Poodle
2. Petwalk Crème de la Crème, Lhasa
3. Chunkabulls Grey Wind, Bulldog

AV UTILITY
PUPPY 3e, 1ab
1. T In the Limelight at M
JUNIOR, 3e, 0b
1. F Style in Motion
3. P Crème de la Creme
NOVICE, 5e, 2ab
Repeat
OPEN 1e, 0ab
1. M Love in the Mist

2. C Grey Wind
2 T In the Limelight at M

PASTORAL GROUP
BORDER COLLIES
OPEN BITCH 4e, 1ab
1. Mackay's Weynoake Blazing Star over Tarabish. Tri of excellent make and shape,
with good topline and layback of shoulder. A keen, energetic showgirl with no
exaggerations, in well textured mature coat. Beautiful head with most alert,
intelligent expression. A good mover with well set and carried tail. BOB, G2 &
BVIS2
2. Cullen's Tonkory Runnng Order. Glamorous Tri in very shiny coat, well laid
shoulder, good topline and neat feet with tough pads. She went well, if insisting on
being too over-enthusiastic with her tail on the move.
3. Pearce's Tonkory Unforgettable at Shalimar
GSD
OPEN DOG 1e, 0ab
1. Bennett's Jasandor Runestone Tahro. Handsome masculine head, in excellent coat
of good rich colour, well laid shoulder. . A keen willing showman, impressive on the
move, going well in front, could be stronger behind. BOB & G4
SAMOYED
OPEN DOG 2e, 0ab
1. Newcombe's Samspring Lucky Charm. Well shaped head with a charming
expression in his well shaped sparkling eyes, neat well set ears, good tailset and
carriage, just scoring here on shoulder and balance. A good free mover. BOB G1
2. Boxall's Gemora Royal Rose, in good coat and condition with well shaped eyes. A
confident showgirl, who went well.
SHETLAND SHEEPDOGS
PUPPY 1e, 0ab
1. Boschat's Mohnesee Tri to Guess. Already in very hard condition for his 8
months, neat well padded feet and alert attitude. Has time on his side to sort out his
ears as, currently, they are still pricked. Quick moving and positive on the move
with well set and carried tail .BP, PG1
LIMIT 3e, 0ab both Tris
1. Allen's Milesend Black Ink for Ribans. Excellent for size, type, make and shape,
well balanced and a good mover, scoring on layback of shoulder here. Beautiful head
with dark expressive eyes, in mature coat and hard muscular condition. She holds
herself with deserved pride.
BOB & G3
2. Allen's Tooralie's Magic Flute for Ribans. Again, so good for size and type, dark
eyes, good feet and topline, in well textured coat, Just a little shorter in tail than the
winner. He went well.
3. Poignand's Stoneycombe Star Shimmer

OPEN DOG 4e, 0ab
1. Allen's Rannerdale Lord Tobias with Ribans. Sable/w, on the tall side, with lovely
eye shape, in thick mature coat, good balance, topline and shoulder, where he scored,,
in hard muscular condition, holding himself proudly.
2. Allen's Blueink for Ribans, Blue merle. A good mover, similarly in thick coat,
neat feet, well shaped eye.
3. Johnson's Mohnesee Dance with Me at Valdug
OPEN BITCH 2e, 0ab
1. Allen's Rannerdale Lady of Grace with Ribans, scoring here on size and layback of
shoulder with lovely dark well shaped eyes, in harsh textured weather- proof coat,
excellent topline and body with neat feet. A good mover, going particularly well in
front.
2. Allen's Rannerdale Sophistication with Ribans Lovely head and eye with
especially good length of tail, this being so essential for balance when turning quickly.
In good coat and condition, she holds herself with pride.

PASTORAL GROUP
1. Samspring Lucky Charm, Samoyed
2. Weynoake Blazing Star over Tarabish, Border Collie
3. Milesend Black Ink for Ribans, Shetland Sheepdog
4. Jasandor Runesone Tahro, GSD
PASTORAL PUPPY GROUP
1. Mohnesee Tri to Guess, Shetland Sheepdog
AV PASTORAL
PUPPY 1e, 0ab
1. M Tri to Guess
JUNIOR 3e, 1ab
1. M Tri to Guess
NOVICE 3e, 1ab
1. T Magic Flute for R
OPEN 5e, 2ab
1. M Black Ink for R
3. J Runestone Tahro
VETERAN 2e, 0ab
1. W Blazing Star over T

TOY

2. S Star Shimmer
2. M Dance with Me at V
2. R Lord Tobias with R

2 I Spring Sunlight

GROUP

CHINESE CRESTED
PUPPY 1e, 0ab
1. Mackay's New in Town of Angel's Legacy Very glamorous elegant cream and
white, supremely confident at this his first show. Lovely head, eye and expression
with excellent mouth, topline, tailset and carriage. A happy willing showman, who
moved so well. BP, PG1, BPIS3
LIMIT 1e, 0ab
1. McFarlane's Zerachel Private Dancer of Tramarllan. Exuberant black, grey and
white with lovely smooth skin and excellent feet. She moved extremely well, that is
in between leaps and bounds!
OPEN BITCH 2e, 0ab
1. McFarlane's Zerachiel Exotic Dancer. Mahogany & white litter sister to the Limit
winner with this one having the better laid shoulder. Lovely head, eye and expression
with good topline and depth of chest. An energetic showgirl. BOB

JAPANESE CHIN
LIMIT 1e, 0ab
1. McFarlane's Myojo Step Out in Style. Dog with a good foreface and just a tiny bit
of typical white showing in the corners of his beautiful eyes, good wide nostrils, well
set and carried plume. A little over-enthusiastic in front movement on the day. A
truly small Toy dog, just needs more body.
OPEN DOG 2e, 0ab
1. Curwood's Auralea Koko. Beautifully schooled showman with well shaped head
and a near irresistible expression in his dark sparkling eyes. He scored here on
layback of shoulder, topline and wide nostrils. A very good mover, in splendid coat,
body and condition.
BOB & G4
2. McFarlane's Glendyke Step Out in Style. Lovely eyes, showing typical white in
the corners with good finish to muzzle and well set & carried tail. Full of bounce,
obviously enjoying himself.
LOWCHEN (LITTLE LION DOG)
LIMIT 2e, 1ab
1. McFarlane's Glendyke Naughty by Nature. Short coupled, well named pale cream
dog, very obviously enjoying every moment, well conformed with good layback of
shoulder and turn of stifle. Very good mover if throwing up his front legs with overenthusiasm at times, driving strongly from his well muscled hocks. BOB & G2
OPEN DOG 2e, 0b
1. McFarlane's Sharlana's Eagle Eye at Glendyke. Mature silver in splendid coat and
hard muscular condition, lovely head, eye and expression. Very good mover with tail
constantly awag.
2. McFarlane's Publicity Put a Spell on You. Silver cream with well shaped head and
sweet expression. A keen enthusiastic showman and obviously a charming character.
PAPILLON
PUPPY 1e, 0ab
1. Cooper's Forepaws Seconde Edition. R/w baby bitch of just 7 months still in very
fluffy coat together with pale pigment. Sweet head, eye and expression, good firm
body. Enjoyed playing, during which she managed just a few steps to demonstrate
that she can actually move well. Little sweetheart. BP OPEN DOG 1e, 0ab
1. Cooper's Omegaville House Master at Altina Glamorous Tricolour in splendid
mature coat and hard muscular condition. Gorgeous head, eyes, ears and expression.
Excellent topline, tailset and carriage. Could just be a touch firmer on elbow to
complete the picture.
BOB
PEKINGESE
OPEN DOG 2e, 0ab Two utterly beautiful dogs, to whom it would have been easier
to have given both first prizes!
1. Dale & Michel's Pekehuis Sorceror at Ksarina. Handsome fawn with black mask.
Glamour personified, in fabulous coat and condition with lovely envelope head and
charming 'drop dead' expression. Picks up like lead and just scored with his layback
of shoulder and well defined waist but it was a close thing. BOB & G3
2. Dale & Michel's Alanskei Gino at Ksarina. Brindle, black mask with the darkest
of eyes and lovely big healthy nostrils. Picks up heavy and moved well. He, too,
was in wonderful coat and condition, both being so beautifully presented.

POMERANIAN
LIMIT 2e, 0ab
1. Schofield's Spanapoms Russian Gold at Rudoli. This glamorous orange sable
came into the ring with the wow factor and never put a paw wrong from
thenceforward! Beautiful head, eye, and expression with small neat ears and the
darkest of pigment contrasting sharply against his fabulous bright coat. In superb
condition and what a mover! He is something truly special. BOB, G1 & BIS
2. Alsford Thelbern the Red Monarch. Such a hard decision as this bright orange
fellow is so short-coupled and beautifully made all through with good shoulders and
quarters together with a lovely high set straight tail to complete the picture. Can just
do with some winter sun on his nose. He, too, moved beautifully and to see these two
both standing and going round the ring together was, simply, a joy.
OPEN DOG 1e,1ab
OPEN BITCH, 1e, 0ab
1, Schofield's Rudoli Sunkissed. Well balanced bright orange with beautiful head,
eye, ears, expression and pigment. A little charmer, who came in with a rush. Great
showgirl, so well presented, a super mover enjoying herself to the full.

TOY GROUP
1. Spanapoms Russian Gold at Rudoli, Pomeranian
2. Glendyke Naughty by Nature, Lowchen
3. Pekehuis Sorceror at Ksarina
4. Auralea Koko, Jap Chin
TOY PUPPY GROUP
1. New in Town of Angel's Legacy, Chinese Crested
AV TOY
PUPPY 1e, 0ab
1. New in Town of Angel's Legacy
JUNIOR 1e, 0ab
1. T the Red Monarch
OPEN 2e, 1ab
1. A Gino at K
VETERAN 1e, 0ab
1. Nistros Frank Chinatra Smart, well balanced little dog, in splendid coat and
condition, holding himself with pride. A very good mover and a credit to his owner.
BVIS

AV & STAKES
GOOD CITIZENS 5e, 3ab
1. D Don Giovanni
2. E Lady Marmalade at S
BEST C. I. BRED ADULT
1. T Too Darn Hot
2. G Sapphire Design
LE CRAPAUD STAKES Open to all other than Gp winners
1. A Koko
2. T Too Darn Hot
Jane Lilley

,

